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ValidAid SECOND PROJECT MEETING
The First Day
The Second Project Meeting under “Validation of skills
and knowledge for strengthening the positions of lowqualified employees in the labour market” project was
hosted by the Portuguese partner IEBA - Centro de Iniciativas Empresariais e Sociais in their headquarters in
Mortagua. During the meeting Mikas Balkevicius (Vilniaus
Kolegija) has presented the results from Work package 3,
namely: Research of national systems of all partners; Report on Focus groups interviews; List of all stakeholders;
Collection of good practises & projects in validation in all
partners’ countries. Each presentation was followed by
discussion among the partners on how the
provided information can be optimised and The Second Day
On the second day the 4th work package
made more useful to the end reader.
Afterwards, a discussion of the outlook and “Development of the Validation Kit was presented.
content of project web-site and project leaflet Afterwards, the partners discussed the distribution of
the activities and responsibilities - what documents
was conducted.
should be developed; who will elaborate what; timeIn the evening the partners have walked toframes for pilot versions of the different documents.
gether along the banks of Mondego River to a
At the end all partners signed a Protocol with the aswonderful restaurant where they have had
signed tasks and timeframes until the next meeting.
the pleasure to taste typical Portuguese
In November in Paris, France.
dishes.
Later in the day, our colleagues from IEBA has taken
all partners to a tour around the Universidade de
Coimbra (former Royal palace of Coimbra).
In the evening the partners have enjoyed a live fado
performance while savouring the typical Portuguese
bacalao and white wine.
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